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linked nanocomposite proton exchange membrane
for direct methanol fuel cells†

Tianjian Yang, Zhongli Li, Huilong Lyu, Jianjun Zheng, Jinglan Liu, Fanna Liu,
Ziyong Zhang and Huaxin Rao*

Functional polymer brush modified graphene oxide (FPGO) with functional linear polysiloxane brushes was

synthesized via surface precipitation polymerization (sol–gel) and chemical modification. Then, FPGO was

covalently cross-linked to the sulfonated polysulfone (SPSU) matrix to obtain novel SPSU/FPGO cross-

linked nanocomposite membranes. Meanwhile, SPSU/GO composite membranes and a pristine SPSU

membrane were fabricated as control groups. Reduced agglomeration of the inorganic filler and better

interfacial interaction, which are benefit to increase diffusion resistance of methanol and to generate

continuous channels for fast proton transportation at elevated temperature, were observed in SPSU/

FPGO cross-linked membranes. Moreover, the enhanced membrane stability (thermal, oxidative and

dimensional stability) and good mechanical performance also guaranteed their proton conducting

durability. It is noteworthy that the SPSU/FPGO-1 cross-linked membrane possesses the best

comprehensive properties among all the prepared membranes and Nafion®117, it acquires the highest

proton conductivity of 0.462 S cm�1 at 90 �C under hydrated conditions together with a low methanol

permeability of 1.71 � 10�6 cm2 s�1 at 30 �C. The resulting high membrane selectivity displays the great

potential of the SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membrane for DMFCs application.
1. Introduction

Direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) have been considered as
prospective environment-friendly power sources which could
lower our dependence on fossil fuel in the future. DMFCs
convert the chemical energy of clean fuel (CH3OH) directly into
electrical energy with many advantages such as high efficiency,
compactness and low emission of pollution.1–4 The proton
exchange membrane (PEM) plays a critical role in proton
transportation from anode to cathode in the DMFCs. At present,
Naon, a peruorosulfonic acid polymer membrane, is
commonly used for proton conduction due to its good balance
between the excellent chemical and electrochemical stabilities,
good mechanical properties and high proton conductivity.
However, its application in DMFCs is still limited due to its high
cost, high fuel permeability and a conned operating temper-
ature which is below 80 �C.5 Besides, because the transport
mechanism and transport channels of protons and methanol
molecules are similar, it is hard to simultaneously improve the
membrane conductivity and decrease its methanol permeability
when modifying PEMs.6
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One effective approach to improve the comprehensive
properties of PEMs is to introduce inorganic nanollers with
excellent stability, high proton conductivity and methanol
resistance into polyelectrolyte membrane matrix to obtain
organic–inorganic hybrid PEMs. Graphene oxide (GO) has been
considered as an attractive candidate, owing to its unique
chemical structure with many oxygenated functional groups
(carboxyl, hydroxyl etc.) for superior proton conductivity,
methanol resistance, high stability and mechanical proper-
ties.7–9 Its large surface area with many polarized groups may
help to construct continuous proton transport channels and
resist the transportation of methanol, so a small amount of GO
could be benecial for improving the proton conducting
behaviors and lower the methanol permeability.10–12

Polymer nanocomposite system is classied into two types:
(i) hybrids with weak bonding (van der Waals force, ionic or
hydrogen bonding) between inorganic ller and organic matrix,
prepared by physical mixing of the two constituents; (ii) hybrids
with strong bonds, prepared through mixing followed by cova-
lent cross-linking. Direct physical mixing of the pristine GO and
polyelectrolyte matrices oen results in microscopic phase
separation due to the low solubility of GO in organic solvents
and low GO/polyelectrolyte interfacial compatibility, thereby
limiting the maximum utilization of their nanostructures.
Hence, additional functional groups (sulfonic acid and amine
groups) or surfactant need to be introduced on the surface of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Scheme 1 Synthesis procedure of PGO, DH
4/4-chlorostyrene cyclic

cross-linker and FPGO.
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nanollers to further increase the organic–inorganic interac-
tion.13–17 Recently, polymer brushes modied nanomaterials as
PEMs has triggered more and more attentions.18–22 Compared
with chemical modication using small molecules, polymer
brushes offer the possibility of providing multiple selective
functional groups on every so polymer chains. Therefore, they
can provide more effective opportunities to optimize the solu-
bility of nanoller in organic solvents, improve the nanoller/
polyelectrolyte interfacial compatibility by forming larger
interfacial area with stronger interaction.23 L. Zhao et al.24

introduced sulfonated polymer brushes modied graphene
oxide (SP–GO) into sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone) matrix.
Interconnected ionic pathways were formed, leading to a 95.5%
increase in proton conductivity of themembrane with 10 wt% of
SP–GO under hydrated condition at 65 �C. Choi et al.25 incor-
porated GO into Naon matrix, resulted in selective transport,
a 40% decrease in methanol permeability and a maximum
power density at 70 �C.

Compared with type (i) nanocomposite PEMs, covalently
cross-linked nanocomposite membranes perform better
mechanical property, markedly enhanced stability (dimen-
sional, chemical and thermal stability) as well as higher meth-
anol resistance for practical DMFCs applications.26–28 However,
it's difficult to cross-link the widely used proton conducting
polyelectrolytes onto GO surface through a mild reaction route
without sacricing too much ion exchange capacity (IEC) of the
membrane. In addition, since PEMs with a very compact cross-
linking network oen performs signicantly lowered proton
conductivity due to their low water uptake (WU) and IEC,
amoderately controlled cross-linking density is required.29 With
a proper cross-linking density, the sacrice of proton conduc-
tivity can be minimized,28,30–32 even enhanced proton conduc-
tivity compared with hybrid membrane without covalent cross-
linking was observed, owing to the improved organic–inorganic
interfacial compatibility, higher membrane water retention and
continuous ionic exchange channels.33–35 With the help of
functional polymer brushes modied GO (with reactive groups
for cross-linking on the polymer brushes), a proper cross-
linking density of the nanocomposite membrane can be real-
ized by simply controlling the amount of incorporated polymer
brushes modied GO llers. Therefore, the trade-off between
proton conductivity and methanol permeability of GO polymer
brushes based cross-linked nanocomposite PEMs could be
modulated for comprehensive DMFCs performance.

Aiming to enhance the comprehensive properties of PEMs
including stability, proton conductivity and methanol resis-
tance, we reported a novel hybrid PEM with cross-linked
structure based on functional polysiloxane brushes modied
GO (FPGO) and sulfonated polysulfone (SPSU). Herein, SPSU
was chosen as polymer matrix for its excellent chemical and
thermal stability, good mechanical property and excellent
membrane-forming ability. The highly dispersible FPGO was
synthesized by the following steps: surface precipitation poly-
merization (sol–gel) of vinylmethyldimethoxysilane (VMDMO)
was adopted to synthesize novel polymer brushes modied
graphene oxide (PGO), then 2,4,6,8-tetramethylcyclotetrasilox-
ane (DH

4 )/4-chlorostyrene cyclic cross-linker was connected onto
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
the polysiloxane brushes to obtain FPGO. Subsequently, aer
the condensation reaction between terminal –OK groups of
SPSU and 4-chlorostyrene groups of FPGO, SPSU/FPGO cross-
linked membranes were fabricated by a facile solution casting
method. The successful synthesis process were demonstrated
by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), dynamic
light scattering (DLS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), solubility
test, etc.Meanwhile, Naon®117, pristine SPSU membrane and
SPSU/GO composite membranes were set as control groups.
Reduced agglomeration of GO and improved interfacial inter-
action was observed in SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes. In
addition, thermal and dimensional stability of all the prepared
membranes were analyzed. By measuring the WU, IEC, meth-
anol permeability, proton conductivity and membrane selec-
tivity, the effects of temperature, inorganic content and cross-
linking density on the comprehensive membrane perfor-
mance were evaluated.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials

Sulfonated polysulfone (SPSU, Mw ¼ 80 000, distribution index
¼ 2, degree of sulfonation ¼ 50%) was purchased from
Shanghai Chunyi Materials Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai,
China. Naon®117 (IEC ¼ 0.909) was purchased from DuPont,
Wilmington, USA. Few layers GO (>95 wt%, 0.5–5 mm2, 1–5
layers), which was prepared via modied Hummers method,
was purchased from Suzhou Hengqiu Graphene Technology
Co., Ltd., Suzhou, China. VMDMO and 4-chlorostyrene were
purchased from Adamas, Emeryville, USA. 2,4,6,8-Tetrame-
thylcyclotetrasiloxane (DH

4 ) and chloroplatinic acid solution
were obtained from the Research Center of Organic Silicone of
Chengdu, China. N,N-Dimethylacetamide (DMAc), methanol,
sodium hydroxide, absolute ethanol and phenolphthalein were
obtained from Guangzhou Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.,
Guangzhou, China.

2.2. Synthesis of PGO and FPGO nanosheets

In order to obtain PGO (Scheme 1), VMDMO was adopted to
modify the surface of GO nanosheets via surface precipitation
polymerization. First, 400 mg of GO was dispersed in 800 mL of
absolute ethanol by ultrasonication (SCIENTZ-IID ultra-
sonicator) for 3 h to get a homogeneous GO dispersion. Next, 3 g
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 15740–15753 | 15741
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of VMDMO was dissolved into 50 mL of absolute ethanol and
the resulted solution was slowly added into the GO dispersion.
Then, 0.3 g of deionized water was added into the mixture
dropwise to initiate the hydrolysis–condensation reaction of
VMDMO on the surface of GO nanosheets. Surface precipitation
polymerization was carried out at 65 �C under magnetic stirring
for 24 h. Aerward, the dispersion was centrifuged and washed
for 4 times with absolute ethanol to remove the unreacted traces
of VMDMO. At last, PGO was obtained aer being dried in
a vacuum oven at 40 �C for 24 h.

To synthesize FPGO (Scheme 1), proper amount of chlor-
oplatinic acid catalyst was added into the 60 mL of ethanol
solution which contained 0.091 g of DH

4 and 0.139 g of 4-
chlorostyrene rst. The hydrosilylation process between DH

4 and
4-chlorostyrene was carried out at room temperature with
constant magnetic stirring for 2 h. DH

4 /4-Chlorostyrene, a cyclic
cross-linker which contains functional 4-chlorostyrene groups,
was synthesized. Aer that, DH

4 /4-chlorostyrene cyclic cross-
linker was connected to the polymer brushes of PGO via
hydrosilylation reaction according to the following steps. First,
200 mg of PGO was dispersed in 400 mL of absolute ethanol by
ultrasonication for 2 h to get a homogeneous PGO dispersion.
Then, 10 mL of DH

4 /4-chlorostyrene cyclic cross-linker solution
and proper amount of chloroplatinic acid were added into the
PGO dispersion with rapid stirring. The hydrosilylation was
carried out under ultrasonication for 1 h at room temperature.
Aerward, the mixture was centrifuged and washed for 4 times
with absolute ethanol to remove the unreacted traces of DH

4 /4-
chlorostyrene cyclic cross-linker. Finally, the FPGO nanosheets,
which contains functional 4-chlorostyrene groups for further
cross-linking, were obtained aer being dried in a vacuum oven
at 40 �C for 24 h.
Scheme 2 Preparation procedure of SPSU/FPGO cross-linked
membrane.
2.3. Preparation of SPSU/GO composite membranes

The SPSU/GO composite membranes were prepared via the
solution casting method. A certain amount of GO was ultra-
sonicated in 10 g of DMAc for 2 h to prepare GO dispersion
with various concentrations, respectively. Then, the GO
dispersion was mixed with the 10 g SPSU solution (20 wt%)
and kept stirring for 24 h at 35 �C. The mixture was again
ultrasonicated for 1 h to attain better dispersion of GO within
SPSU chains. The nal casting solution was then cast on
a smooth polyethylene terephthalate (PET) sheet in molds. The
casting solution were dried at 60 �C for 12 h and 90 �C for 12 h,
and then dried in a vacuum oven at 60 �C for 24 h to completely
remove the solvent molecules. SPSU/GO composite
membranes with various inorganic contents were fabricated.
The obtained membranes were treated with 1 MHCl for 24 h to
activate the sulfonic groups in the polymer matrix and the
carboxyl groups in GO. Next, the treated membranes were
washed using deionized water for many times until the
washing solution is neutral. The prepared SPSU/GO composite
membranes with different GO contents as 1 wt%, 2 wt% and
3 wt% were black, smooth, strong and homogeneous with
thickness between 200 and 230 mm. They are coded as SPSU/
GO-X, where X represented the weight percentage of GO in the
15742 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 15740–15753
composite membranes. All of the membranes were kept in
deionized water before being used.
2.4. Preparation of SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes

A certain amount of FPGO were ultrasonicated in 10 g of DMAc
for 2 h to prepare the FPGO dispersion, respectively. Then, the
obtained homogeneous FPGO dispersion was mixed with the
10 g of SPSU solution (20 wt%) and ultrasonicated for 1 h to
attain better dispersion of FPGO with SPSU. Next, the mixture
was added into a ask and keep the reaction temperature at
100 �C for 16 h under reux condensation device with constant
magnetic stirring. Through the condensation reaction between
the –OK terminal groups of SPSU and the 4-chlorostyrene
groups of FPGO, inorganic ller and polymer matrix can be
cross-linked (Scheme 2). Aer cross-linking, the homogeneous
and viscous solution was cast on a smooth polyethylene tere-
phthalate (PET) sheet in the molds. The nal sample was dried
at 60 �C for 12 h and 90 �C for 12 h, then in a vacuum oven at
60 �C for 24 h to remove the residual solvents. The obtained
SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes were then treated with
1 M HCl for 24 h to activate the sulfonic groups in the polymer
matrix and the carboxyl groups in FPGO. The treated
membranes were then washed with deionized water for many
times until the washing solution is neutral. According to TG
analysis of GO and FPGO, the GO content in FPGO is about
82 wt%. In order to make clear comparison with SPSU/GO
composite membranes, ller contents of FPGO in SPSU/FPGO
cross-linked membranes are also controlled at 1 wt%, 2 wt%
and 3 wt%, respectively. The prepared cross-linked membranes
were black, smooth, strong and homogeneous with thickness
between 200 and 230 mm. They were kept in deionized water
before being used. The membranes are coded as SPSU/FPGO-X,
where X represented the weight percentage of FPGO in cross-
linked membranes.
2.5. Structure and morphology characterizations

FTIR were carried out using a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spec-
trometer in the range of 4000–400 cm�1. AFM images were
taken to investigate the structure of the prepared polymer
brushes in aqueous solution, using amultimode AFM (Bioscope
Catalyst Nanoscope-V, Bruker, USA) with the automatic scan-
ning mode. The measurement was performed with Tap150Al-G
probe at the frequency of 150 kHz. The crystalline structure of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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the nanosheets and membranes were characterized by X-ray
diffraction (XRD) using a X-ray diffractometer (MiniFlex 600,
Rigaku, Japan) with Cu Ka radiation (l ¼ 0.15418 nm) in the 2q
range from 5� to 60�. The size and distribution of GO, PGO and
FPGO polymer brushes were measured by DLS measurements
using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS, Britain. Cross-sections of
the membranes were observed using eld emission scanning
electron microscope (ULTRA 55 FE-SEM, ZEISS, Germany).
Vacuum-dried membrane samples were and freeze-fractured in
liquid nitrogen and then sputtered with gold before being
characterized by SEM. Field emission transmission electron
microscope (JEM 2100 FE-TEM, JEOL, Japan) was utilized to
investigate the nanostructure of ion clusters in nanocomposite
membranes with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. The
membranes were stained with 0.5 M silver nitrate solution for
12 h and then vacuum-dried for 12 h before performing ultra-
thin section for TEM. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was
conducted at temperature range between 50 �C and 800 �C with
a heating rate of 10 �C min�1 under nitrogen atmosphere using
(TG 209 F3 Tarsus, NETZSCH, Germany). Determination
methods of WU, area swelling and IEC of the prepared
membranes were listed in ESI† in detail.
2.6. Mechanical property

Tensile strength of various membranes was measured with
a universal mechanical testing machine (Shimadzu AG-I, Japan)
to investigate the change of mechanical properties upon the
addition of GO or FPGO into the SPSU membranes. The
membrane specimens were prepared to be 8 mm in width and
25 mm in length, and the testing elongation rate was 2
mm min�1. All the membranes were kept in DI water overnight
at room temperature for testing, and water on the surface of
membranes was removed using a lter paper before measure-
ments. The nal value of every group was the average of three
measurements with an error within 5%.
2.7. Oxidative stability

Each membrane sample was immersed in Fenton's reagent
(2 ppm FeSO4 in 3% H2O2 solution) at 80 �C. Oxidative stability
of all the prepared membranes was evaluated based on the
weight change aer treating in Fenton's reagent for 1 h, the time
when membranes started to dissolve and the time for
completely dissolving.
2.8. Proton conductivity

Proton conductivity of membranes (2 cm � 1 cm) at 30, 50, 70
and 90 �C were measured using AC impedance spectroscopy of
electrochemical workstation (Versa STAT3, AMETEK, USA) with
an oscillating voltage of 20 mV over a frequency range of 10–
106 Hz. The prepared membranes were fully hydrated in water
for over 48 h prior to be tested. Proton conductivity measure-
ment of fully hydrated membranes was carried out with the
testing cell being immersed in deionized water bath. Proton
conductivity (s, S cm�1) of the membrane was the average value
with an error within �0.004 S cm�1 calculated by eqn (1):
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
s ¼ L

AR
(1)

where L (cm) is the distance between the two platinum elec-
trodes, A (cm2) is the testing area of the membrane and R (U) is
the AC resistance of the membrane.

2.9. Methanol permeability and membrane selectivity

Methanol permeability of various membranes at 30 �C is carried
out in a glass diffusion cell consisting of two compartments
separated by a proton exchange membrane. Membranes are
pre-hydrated for 24 h and then tightly clamped between the two
diffusion compartments. Compartment A is lled with 50 wt%
methanol aqueous solution and compartment B is lled with
deionized water initially. Methanol concentration in compart-
ment B is measured instantly during the diffusion process using
a digital refractometer (ABBE WYA (2WAJ)). Finally, methanol
permeability (P, cm2 s�1) was obtained with an error within 0.1
� 10�6 by eqn (2):

P ¼ SVBl

ACA0

(2)

where S (mol L�1 s�1) is the slope of the straight tting line of
methanol concentration versus time in compartment B, VB is the
volume of compartment B, l (cm), A (cm2), and CA0 (mol L�1) are
the membrane thickness, membrane permeating area and
initial concentration in compartment A, respectively. To eval-
uate the performance of prepared PEMs for DMFC, we calculate
the selectivity (s cm�3) of membranes by eqn (3):

S ¼ s

P
(3)

where s (S cm�1) is the proton conductivity of various
membranes and P (cm2 s�1) is the methanol permeability.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Synthesis and characterization of GO and PGO
nanosheets

As shown in Schemes 1 and 2, through hydrolysis–condensation
reaction (sol–gel) between –OCH3 groups of VMDMO and –OH
groups of the GO nanosheets, polysiloxane brushes were poly-
merized on the surface of GO nanosheets, leaving free vinyl
groups on the PGO.

To further conrm the existence of the polymer brushes on
GO nanosheets, FTIR, AFM and TGA were performed. For the
FTIR spectrum in Fig. 1a, the characteristic absorption peaks
conrm the structure of GO. Peaks at 3450, 1724, 1628, 1396,
1220 and 1044 cm�1 correspond to the typical O–H, C]O, C]
C, C–OH, C–O–C and C–O groups of GO, respectively.36,37 For
PGO, the characteristic peak at 1632 cm�1 corresponds to both
C]C bonds of GO substrate and the vinyl groups on poly-
siloxane brushes, the peak at 1220 cm�1 is assigned to C–O–C
bonds of GO. The absorption bands at 1022 and 1127 cm�1 are
assigned to Si–O–Si and Si–O–C bonds, respectively.38–40 And the
peaks at 1452 and 1364 cm�1 are for the asymmetric and
symmetric deformation vibrations of the methyl group in pol-
ysiloxane brushes. The above evidences conrm the successful
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 15740–15753 | 15743



Fig. 1 (a) FTIR spectra of GO, PGO and FPGO, (b) TGA curves of GO and FPGO, (c) XRD patterns of GO and FPGO, (d) AFM images and height
profiles of PGO.
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reaction between –OH groups of GO nanosheets and –OCH3

groups of VMDMO polysiloxane brushes, leading to the
successful surface precipitation polymerization. Some peaks
can not be clearly described due to their overlapping, which is
also reported in related literature.36

Morphology of GO and PGO were probed by AFM, and the
images were showed in Fig. 1d and S1 (ESI†). By surface
precipitation polymerization, PGO was successfully synthesized
and showed a novel multi-layer sandwich structure. AFM
investigation reveals the continuous and uniform layers of PGO.
Due to the diffusion of VMDMO molecules into GO layers,
polysiloxane polymerization reacted on both the upper and
lower surfaces of each GO layer, leading to the growth of
intercalated polysiloxane brushes on both sides. As shown in
Fig. 1d, detailed thickness analysis on different areas of PGO
nanosheets showed that the thickness of each PGO layer is
approximately 4.7 nm. Meanwhile, the measured thickness of
pristine single-layer GO is about 1.1 nm in Fig. S1 (ESI†), which
is consistent with the thickness data of GO reported in the
relevant literature.41 Thus, the thickness of the homogeneous
polysiloxane brushes layers formed on upper and lower surface
of GO nanosheets is expected to scale approximately as 1.8 nm.
15744 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 15740–15753
3.2. Synthesis and characterization of FPGO nanosheets

DH
4 /4-Chlorostyrene cyclic cross-linker was synthesized via

hydrosilylation using chloroplatinic acid solution as catalyst.
The mole ratio of DH

4 to 4-chlorostyrene was controlled at 1 : 3.
In this way, the four Si–H bonds in each DH

4 molecule can be
mainly connected with three 4-chlorostyrene groups, leaving
one Si–H in each cyclic cross-linker molecule to react with the
vinyl groups on PGO via hydrosilylation to prepare FPGO. In this
way, the agglomeration between nanosheets could be alleviated.
Reaction route scheme of DH

4 /4-chlorostyrene cyclic cross-linker
was shown in Scheme 1a.

For FTIR spectrum of FPGO in Fig. 1a, peaks at 1729 and
1628 cm�1 correspond to C]O and C]C bonds. The band at
804 cm�1 is attributed to the C–Cl stretching vibration,42 and
the broad peak at 1074 cm�1 is assigned to Si–O–Si bond, which
probably overlaps the absorption peaks at 1127 and 1044 cm�1

(nSi–O–C and nC–O).38 Moreover, no peak of Si–H bond is showed
around 2160 cm�1. These evidences conrm that 4-chlorostyr-
ene was successfully connected to DH

4 , and the cyclic cross-
linker was successfully connected to the polysiloxane brushes
of PGO by hydrosilylation.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential ther-
mogravimetric analysis (DTG) was employed to access the
relative composition of GO within the FPGO and its thermal
stabilities. As shown in Fig. 1b and S2 (ESI†), pristine GO and
FPGO were identically subjected to TGA for clear comparison.
TGA curves suggest that GO and FPGO display three main stage
weight loss, including the removal of moisture (mainly bonded
water) from the hydrophilic groups as the rst stage (50–150 �C),
the degradation of oxygen containing functional groups as the
second stage (150–220 �C) and the decomposition of GO back-
bone as the third stage (230–800 �C). The additional weight loss
of FPGO at 150–760 �C largely corresponded to the decompo-
sition of polysiloxane brushes, and this process could also prove
that functional polymer brushes had been successfully graed
onto the GO nanosheets. The weight loss of GO and FPGO
polymer brushes from 50 to 760 �C are 66.05 wt% and
55.37 wt%, respectively. According to reported data, degrada-
tion residual of linear polysiloxane at 800 �C in N2 atmosphere
is around 6–8 wt%.43 Therefore, the weight percentage of poly-
siloxane brushes in FPGO nanosheets is calculated to be around
18 wt%. So the weight percentage of GO in FPGO is about
82 wt%.

As shown in Fig. 1c, XRD was performed to investigate the
crystalline nanostructure of GO and FPGO. GO attains a char-
acteristic diffraction band of (002) at 2q¼ 8.9� corresponding to
the interlayer spacing of adjacent GO sheets about 0.99 nm,
which is close to the value in literature.44 This band for FPGO
nanosheets is shied to 10.5� aer surface precipitation poly-
merization, indicating that the interlayer d-spacing of FPGO
decreases to 0.84 nm. The slightly decreased d-spacing comes
from the interaction between the adjacent polysiloxane brushes
layers. Similar phenomenon has also been observed in other GO
polymer brushes.24 Generally, GO and FPGO show very close
XRD curves, which implies the crystalline structure of GO was
not changed signicantly.

The nanosize and distribution of GO, PGO and FPGO
nanosheets were characterized using DLS and were shown in
Fig. S3 (ESI†). By comparison, no obvious change of nanosize
and distribution between GO (565� 45 nm), PGO (602� 58 nm)
and FPGO (687 � 54 nm) was found. Therefore, the agglomer-
ation between PGO and FPGO nanosheets during the synthesis
was successfully alleviated, which ensured their uniform
dispersion in solvent and hybrid membranes.

As shown in Fig. S4a (ESI†), the GO dispersion in DMAc (on
the le) prepared by ultrasonication is easy to agglomerate
and then precipitate aer being rested for 4 h. However, FPGO
can be dispersed in DMAc uniformly without ultrasonication.
Furthermore, the FPGO dispersion (on the right) keeps stable
and homogeneous with no obvious agglomeration for at least
24 h. In this work, DMAc, a widely used solvent for PEMs
fabrication, was chosen for the cross-linking reaction and the
fabrication of hybrid membranes. Therefore, the aggregation
of nano-ller in SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes could be
effectively reduced to obtain uniformly cross-linked and
homogeneous hybrid PEMs.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
3.3. Preparation and characterization of the membranes

The synthesis route to SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes was
shown in Scheme 1b. Through the condensation reaction
between terminal –OK groups of SPSU and 4-chlorostyrene
groups of FPGO, organic–inorganic cross-linked network
structure can be obtained. The prepared SPSU/FPGO cross-
linked membranes, whose FPGO content range is between
1 wt% to 3 wt%, were black, smooth, strong and homogeneous.
Here, their cross-linking structure was conrmed by the solu-
bility test. SPSU/GO-2 composite membrane and SPSU/FPGO-2
cross-linked membrane were immersed in 10 mL of DMAc at
80 �C for 1 h, respectively. As shown in Fig. S4b (ESI†), SPSU/GO-
2 (on the le) dissolved more quickly than SPSU/FPGO-2 (on the
right), making the color of the solution darker. While SPSU/
FPGO-2 dissolved only partially in DMAc. Therefore,
compared to SPSU/GO composite membrane, the cross-linking
structure of SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes appeared to
reduce their solubility, which also means better solvent
resistance.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to investigate
the internal microstructure of the pristine SPSU membrane,
SPSU/GO-3 composite membrane and SPSU/FPGO-3 cross-
linked membrane. Fig. 2a–d shows the images of the cross-
section of different membranes, and all the membranes are
dense and relatively homogeneous. The cross-section of the
pristine SPSU membrane presents a smooth and uniform
surface without any cracks, indicating ne quality. Compared
with SPSU control membrane, the cross-section of SPSU/GO-3
composite membrane is rougher. From Fig. 2a and c, attrib-
uted to the hydrogen bonding between sulfonic acid groups of
SPSU matrix and the polar groups (–O–, C]O) of GO on the
SPSU–GO interface, GO nanosheets exhibit good dispersion in
the membrane. However, there are still some aggregations of
GO nanosheets presented in the SPSU/GO-3 composite
membrane, which are marked in Fig. 2b. These aggregations
may result in a negative blocking effect on the proton conduc-
tion performance of composite membranes. For SPSU/FPGO-3
cross-linked membrane, its cross-section is rougher than that
of SPSU/GO-3 composite membrane, but no obvious aggrega-
tions of inorganic ller are observed (Fig. 2c and d). Many
smooth transition slopes are observed at the organic–inorganic
interface of SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membrane. That indicates
better interfacial adhesion between inorganic llers and SPUS
matrix, which is due to the better dispersion state of FPGO in
DMAc and the uniform cross-linking structure between exible
FPGO polymer brushes and SPSU chains. Thereby, the interfa-
cial compatibility between the inorganic llers and matrix was
efficiently improved, which may help to build more continuous
proton transfer pathways at the interface.

The micro/nano phase segregation of SPSU/GO-1 and SPSU/
FPGO-1 was investigated by TEM, as shown in Fig. S5 (ESI†). The
bright area and dark area represent hydrophobic domains and
hydrophilic ion cluster domains, respectively. For both SPSU/
GO-1 and SPSU/FPGO-1 membranes, the bright and dark
domains are uniformly dispersed, illustrating that the disper-
sion of inorganic llers in polymeric matrices is uniform. So the
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 15740–15753 | 15745



Fig. 2 Cross-sectional SEM images of (a) pristine SPSUmembrane, (b) SPSU/GO-3 composite membrane, (c) and (d) SPSU/FPGO-3 cross-linked
membrane.
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ion clusters and proton conducting channels in SPSU/GO-1 and
SPSU/FPGO-1 membranes are evenly formed to realize high
membrane proton conductivity.

XRD was carried out to investigate the inuence of incor-
porated inorganic nanosheets on the crystalline structure of
prepared membranes, and the results were shown in Fig. 3a. It
is found that all the membranes have the major diffraction
Fig. 3 (a) XRD patterns of pristine SPSU, SPSU/GO composite and SPSU/
uptake curves for various membranes at different temperature, (e) area

15746 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 15740–15753
band at 2q ¼ 10–35� corresponding to the crystalline domain of
SPSU matrix, closing to the data in literature.45 For both SPSU/
GO composite membranes and SPSU/FPGO cross-linked
membranes, intensities of their major crystalline bands are
lower than that of pristine SPSU membrane. In addition, major
peaks of this band for SPSU/GO and SPSU/FPGO membranes
are shied slightly to 2q ¼ 19.7� and 19.4�, respectively. The
GO cross-linked membranes, (b) TGA curves, (c) DTG curves, (d) water
swelling curves of SPSU and hybrid membranes at 70 �C.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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decrease of diffraction intensity and slightly increase of inter-
planar spacing in all the hybrid membranes is reasonably
attributed to the mutual interaction between SPSU matrix and
GO/FPGO llers, which impede the ordered stacking of SPSU
backbone and nally leading to lower crystallinity. Moreover,
the intensity of diffraction bands of SPSU/FPGOmembranes are
relatively higher than that of SPSU/GO membranes. This
phenomenon should be ascribed to the SEM observed smooth
organic–inorganic polymer brushes interface in SPSU/FPGO
membranes. Compared with GO nanosheets, there are less
oxygen containing polarized groups presented on the surface of
FPGO, so the interfacial interaction in SPSU/FPGO membranes
is weaker than that in SPSU/GO membranes, leading to the
lower inhibition on the crystallization of SPSU backbone.18 So
the crystallinity in SPSU/FPGO membranes is higher than that
of SPSU/GO membranes with the same inorganic content.
3.4. Mechanical properties

Table 1 presents the mechanical properties of the prepared
membranes in wet state in terms of their stress–strain curves,
fracture strain and tensile strength. Pristine SPSU membrane
attains a good mechanical stability with a tensile strength of
32.77 MPa. Hybrid membranes show relatively lower tensile
strength. When the inorganic content increased from 1 wt% to
3 wt%, their tensile strength decreased gradually. Among them,
SPSU/FPGO-1 cross-linked membrane possesses the best tensile
strength of 32.61 MPa, which is close to that of pristine SPSU
membrane. By comparison, SPSU/FPGO membranes perform
higher tensile strength than SPSU/GO membranes with the
same inorganic content, and the increase in tensile strength
between them are 10.3%, 24.5% and 50.0% when the inorganic
content is 1 wt%, 2 wt% and 3 wt%, respectively. Higher FPGO
contents lead to the higher cross-linking density, so the
increasing amplitude is higher too. Tensile strength of as-
synthesized hydrated membranes (20.41–32.77 MPa) is rela-
tively lower than reported sulfonated polyimide based
composite membranes.10 But it should be noted that all the
prepared membranes perform higher tensile strength than our
measured value of hydrated Naon®117 (17.8 MPa) and
Table 1 Oxidative stability and mechanical properties of the prepared
membranes

Membrane

Oxidative
stability Mechanical properties

RWa (%) Tb (h)
Tensile strength
(MPa)

Elongation at
break (%)

SPSU 96.0 1.45 32.77 7.78
SPSU/GO-1 96.6 2.2 29.57 6.99
SPSU/GO-2 93.9 2.5 25.02 3.51
SPSU/GO-3 95.2 3.5 20.41 2.87
SPSU/FPGO-1 96.2 2.5 32.61 12.36
SPSU/FPGO-2 94.3 3 31.15 5.06
SPSU/FPGO-3 96.0 4 30.62 3.22

a Retained weight of membranes aer immersing in Fenton's reagent
for 1 h at 80 �C. b The time for membranes began to dissolve.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
reported sulfonated poly(arylene ether ketone) membranes
(5.9–16.52 MPa),46 indicating that they satisfy the mechanical
requirement of DMFCs.
3.5. Thermal and oxidative stability

Thermal stability, which is closely related to the membrane
structure, is an important prerequisite for PEMs. Degradation
behaviors of pristine SPSU membrane, SPSU/GO-3 composite
membrane and SPSU/FPGO-3 cross-linked membrane were
evaluated by TGA and DTG in Fig. 3b and c. All the membranes
exhibit analogous one minor and two major weight loss steps:
(i) the rst minor step is attributed to the evaporation of
residual solvents (DMAc) and water around 50–250 �C; (ii) the
second stage corresponds to the decomposition of sulfonic acid
groups on SPSU chains around 280–425 �C; (iii) the third stage
is the degradation of polymer backbones around 450–770 �C.
Meanwhile, for the introduced GO in SPSU/GO composite
membrane and SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membrane, a gradual
decrease of mass is observed at 150–250 �C, possibly due to the
degradation of its oxygen containing functional groups of the
small introduced amount of GO. And the combustion of the
residual char of GO happens at 300–800 �C. Thermal decom-
position behavior of the embedded GO nanosheets in polymeric
matrix is similar to previously reported values.10,24,47 Compared
with pristine SPSU membrane, the incorporation of GO and
FPGO llers alters the decomposition behavior of the hybrid
membranes. The degradation temperature of step (ii) (Td1) of
pristine SPSU is 357 �C, while the Td1 of SPSU/GO-3 and SPSU/
FPGO-3 membranes decreased by around 3 and 6 �C, respec-
tively. The degradation temperature of step (ii) (Td2) of SPSU/
GO-3 and SPSU/FPGO-3 decreased by 7 and 18 �C compared
with SPSU (Td2 ¼ 468 �C). In addition, the char yields of SPSU/
GO composite membrane and SPSU/FPGO cross-linked
membrane shows about 7.6 wt% higher than that of pristine
SPSU control membrane. The above phenomena might be
attributed to the incorporation of inorganic ller and the
covalent cross-linking network, which impedes the degradation
rate of SPSU backbone, leading to an improved thermal
decomposition stability of the hybrid membranes. Results of
the membrane structure obtained by TGA are well in agreement
with that by FTIR and XRD. Generally, all the prepared
membranes exhibited adequate thermal stability up to 280 �C,
which is higher than the minimum decomposing temperature
requirement for DMFCs.

The degradation of polymer backbones of PEMs usually
occur during fuel cell operations due to the attack of free radi-
cals like HOc and HO2c.28 Generally, a high degree of sulfonation
leads to high membrane proton conductivity but low oxidative
stability. Therefore, it's important to measure the lifetime of
prepared pristine and hybrid PEMs under harsh oxidative fuel
cell conditions where membranes were soaked in Fenton's
reagent at 80 �C to accelerate the test. Oxidative stability of each
samples was evaluated by comparing their dissolving behaviors
(Table 1). Aer 1 h, SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes
showed relatively lower weight loss than pristine SPSU
membrane and SPSU/GO composite membranes with the same
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 15740–15753 | 15747
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inorganic content. Then, compared to pristine SPSU membrane
which began to dissolve within 1.45 h and completely dissolved
within 2 h, SPSU/GO membranes and SPSU/FPGO membranes
started to dissolve aer 2.2–3.5 h and 2.5–4 h, respectively. And
the elapsed time when the SPSU/FPGO membranes dissolved
completely is also higher than that of SPSU and SPSU/GO
membranes. With increasing inorganic contents, all the
hybrid membranes performed better oxidative stability.
Moderate membrane WU is benecial to high proton conduc-
tivity while excess WU may consequently lead to severe
membrane swelling and then weaken the membrane dura-
bility.48,49 As shown in Fig. 3d and Table S1 (ESI†), SPSU/FPGO
membranes show lower WU than SPSU/GO membranes with
the same inorganic contents at 70–90 �C. Furthermore, with the
help of covalently cross-linked network which may slow down
the oxidation process,29 SPSU/FPGO membranes showed better
oxidative stability than SPSU/GO membranes.
3.6. Water uptake (WU), area swelling and ion exchange
capacity (IEC)

WU and area swelling are important parameters for PEMs. WU
plays a crucial role in proton conduction ability and trans-
portation mechanism and area swelling directly determines the
dimensional stability of PEMs.50 Since the excessive WU would
lead to low membrane durability, a proper WU and area
swelling level should be maintained to guarantee the overall
performance for DMFCs.

The absorbed water molecules, as the proton conductive
medium, provide proton carriers for Vehicle mechanism and
form hydrogen bond networks for Grotthuss-type proton
transportation.2,51 Table S1 (ESI†) and Fig. 3d show the WU of
different membranes at different temperatures. It is seen that
the WU of all the hybrid membranes at 30 �C is higher than the
WU of pristine SPSU without GO or FPGO. The increase is
attributed to the addition of GO or FPGO, which contains many
hydrophilic groups (–OH, –COOH and –O–). They provided
additional water storage spaces at the SPSU matrix-ller inter-
facial domains. Meanwhile, theWU values of all the SPSU/FPGO
cross-linked membranes at 30–90 �C are lower than that of
SPSU/GO composite membrane with the same inorganic
content. For example, compared to the pristine SPSU
membrane, the increased proportion of WU is 50.7% for the
SPSU/GO-1 at 30 �C, while the increased proportion of WU is
42.9% for the SPSU/FPGO-1 at 30 �C. This phenomenon is
attributed to the compact polymeric network structure of the
SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes and the increased
organic–inorganic interfacial interaction due to covalently
cross-linking.13,52 In this way, less water molecules were hold in
the SPSU/FPGOmembranes, leading to the lower WU compared
with SPSU/GO membranes. For SPSU/GO composite
membranes, due to the hydrogen bonds between oxygen func-
tional groups of nanosheets and –SO3H groups of SPSU, the
increase of WU is restricted as the temperature increased from
70 to 90 �C, leading to the lower WU than SPSU at 90 �C. And the
phenomenon of sharp increased WU of pristine polymeric
PEMs at elevated temperature is also observed in other
15748 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 15740–15753
works.24,53 Moreover, with the increasing contents of GO or
FPGO llers, WU values of hybridmembranes decrease at all the
tested temperatures. For SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes,
their polymer structure is compacted not only by hydrogen
bonds but also by the covalent cross-linking bonds between
FPGO and SPSU. Hence, with the increasing FPGO content,
their WU values decrease much more.

As shown in Table S1 (ESI†), area swelling values of pristine
SPSU membrane, SPSU/GO composite membranes and SPSU/
FPGO cross-linked membranes were measured. And the tested
area swelling behavior is similar to the WU behavior of the
membranes. It is reported that the area swelling of PEMs
increases commonly when GO is incorporated as the inorganic
ller,13,24 and similar phenomenon is also observed in our SPSU/
GO composite membranes. At 30 �C, as shown in Fig. S6 (ESI†),
area swelling of hybrid membranes is higher than that of pris-
tine SPSU membrane due to the introduction of GO/FPGO
inorganic llers with many hydrophilic groups. For practical
application as DMFCs, the area swelling of PEMs at relatively
high temperature range (70–90 �C) is essential because it
directly reects the dimensional stability at operating temper-
ature range, and the area swelling values of various membranes
were shown in Fig. 3e. In this way, broader application of GO
based PEMs might be limited due to the decreasing dimen-
sional stability. However, through constructing polysiloxane
brushes layer on GO surface to form compact polymeric
network, and increase of polymer chain mobility and free
volume when temperature increases can be restricted.26 Hence,
at 70 �C, the cross-linked network in SPSU/FPGO prevents the
temperature-WU-related structural changes in the hybrid
membranes, resulting in lower area swelling values. Notably,
the area swelling of SPSU/FPGO-1 membrane at 70 �C is even
lower than that of pristine SPSU membrane, showing enhanced
dimensional stability for DMFC applications.

IEC (mmol of sulfonic acid per g of the prepared
membranes) indicates the number of ion exchangeable groups
and available protons, so it determines the proton conductivity
of membranes.54 IEC value of each sample was determined by
titration method and the results are given in Table S1 (ESI†).
The IEC of pristine SPSU control membrane is measured to be
1.44 mmol g�1, which is consistent to the theoretical value
(1.46 mmol g�1). Previous research has suggested that, the IEC
would be lowered by introducing organic or inorganic materials
without sulfonic acid groups, which actually dilute the
concentration of sulfonic acid groups in hybrid membranes.55

In this work, when different contents of GO and FPGO are
added, the IEC values of SPSU/GO composite membranes and
SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes decreased too. For
example, the IEC values of all the SPSU/GO composite
membranes decreased from 1.44 to 1.23 mmol g�1 with
increasing GO content, and the IEC values of all the SPSU/FPGO
cross-linked membranes decreased from 1.44 to 1.21 mmol g�1.
Moreover, the IEC values of SPSU/FPGO cross-linked
membranes are lower than that of SPSU/GO-X composite
membranes with the same inorganic ller content. The
decreased IEC values are reasonably attributed to two factors: (i)
the diluted concentration of sulfonic acid groups in the cross-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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linked membranes due to the introduction of functional poly-
mer brushes; (ii) the more compact polymer structure of SPSU/
FPGO cross-linked membranes which limits the amount of
protons from being exchanged at room temperature.
3.7. Proton conductivity of the membranes

Proton conductivity is the most important property for PEMs,
since it directly determines the operational voltage of the fuel
cells. Proton conductivity values are closely related to temper-
ature, inorganic content, WU and the cross-linking structure of
the membranes. Generally, in order to describe proton trans-
portation through the PEMs, two principle mechanisms were
built. One is Vehicle mechanism, which assumes that free water
molecules act like vehicles, protons are carried and transported
by these vehicles by forming hydronium such as H3O

+, H5O2
+

and H9O4
+, thus allowing the proton transportation through the

membranes.56 The other is Grotthuss mechanism (hopping
mechanism). For proton exchange membranes based on
sulfonated polymer matrix, protons can hop from one proton-
attracted group (H3O

+$SO3�) to another by hydrogen bonds.57

Fig. 4a–d and S7a–c (ESI†) show the proton conductivity of
fully hydrated Naon®117, pristine SPSU membrane, SPSU/GO
composite membranes and SPSU/FPGO cross-linked
membranes measured at 30, 50, 70 and 90 �C. The obtained
Fig. 4 Temperature-dependent proton conductivity of (a) Nafion®117
Nafion®117 and SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes under hydrated c
SPSU membrane, SPSU/GO membranes and SPSU/FPGO cross-linked m

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
proton conductivity values of fully hydrated Naon®117 are
close to reported data.58 At low operating temperature range
(30–50 �C), proton conductivity value of pristine SPSU
membrane are close to Naon®117. With 1 wt% of GO being
incorporated into the membrane matrix, SPSU/GO-1 performs
higher proton conductivity than Naon®117 and SPSU. The
enhancement is attributed to the following two reasons. First,
the evenly distributed GO nanosheets possess high aspect ratio
and many polarized functional groups, they create more facile
interconnected channels for proton hopping and transfer,
which is formed by ion clusters of the sulfonic acid groups and
oxygenated groups.24,59 Second, from Table S1 (ESI†), SPSU/GO-1
membrane possesses higher WU at 30–50 �C than that of SPSU
and Naon®117. The increased WU may provide more proton
conducting carriers and hydrogen networks, which could
benet the proton transportation.13,34 Thus, protons are able to
transport more quickly through the SPSU/GO-1 membrane,
leading to higher proton conductivity. However, when the GO
content reached 2–3 wt%, proton conductivity of the SPSU/GO
membranes decreased. The decrease is partially attributed to
lower IEC caused by the dilution of GO on the concentration of
sulfonic acid groups. Meanwhile, the blocking effect of GO
nanosheets in nanocomposite membranes with 2–3 wt% of GO
also plays a crucial role. As is illustrated in Section 3.3, the
and SPSU/GO composite membranes under hydrated condition, (b)
ondition, (c) and (d) Arrhenius plots of proton conductivity of pristine
embranes.
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relatively high GO content and GO aggregation in SPSU/GO-3
membrane may generate blocking effect for proton trans-
portation, which resulted in fewer, longer and narrower proton
transfer pathways and reduced free volume of SPSU chains, so
the protons were blocked by the 2D nanosheets during migra-
tion.16 The strong blocking effect in SPSU/GO-3 predominate
from 30 �C to 90 �C, so the proton conductivity of SPSU/GO-3
composite membrane (0.103–0.354 S cm�1) is much lower
than that of SPSU/GO-1 (0.142–0.462 S cm�1) and Naon®117
(0.125–0.238 S cm�1).

As we can see in Fig. 4a and b, due to the enhanced mobility
of protons/water molecules across the membrane, the increased
free volume of the membranes and boosted mobility of protons
at elevated temperature range,60,61 proton conductivity of every
prepared membrane performs positive temperature-
conductivity dependence. Moreover, attributed to their posi-
tive temperature-WU dependence, all the prepared membranes
performed higher proton conductivity than Naon®117 at 70–
90 �C. For SPSU/GO-1, its proton conductivity at temperature
range between 30 �C and 90 �C increased signicantly (up to
0.416 S cm�1 at 90 �C). The enhancement is attributed to the
evenly dispersed GO which facilitate proton transportation as
well as its higher WU at 30–70 �C than that of pristine SPSU
membrane.

As shown in Fig. 4a, b and S7 (ESI†), the proton conductivity
of SPSU/GO composite membranes and SPSU/FPGO cross-
linked membranes with the same inorganic content are
compared with pristine SPSUmembrane. For SPSU/FPGO cross-
linked membranes, they perform lower proton conductivity
than SPSU/GO composite membranes at 30–50 �C. With cova-
lently cross-linked network, the polymer structure of SPSU/
FPGO membranes is more compact and chain mobility is
restricted, leading to lower WU than SPSU/GO membranes. So
they possess lower proton conductivity at 30–50 �C compared
with the same inorganic contents. Interestingly, all the SPSU/
FPGO cross-linked membranes shows higher conductivity
than both pristine SPSU and SPSU/GO composite membranes at
70–90 �C, even if their WU and IEC values are lower. This might
be attributed to the cross-linked network which provides
a closer contact or connectivity between the proton conducting
functional groups (carboxyl, hydroxyl, sulfonic acid groups etc.)
in SPSU/FPGO membranes.34 In this way, sulfonic-riched
domains tend to be induced on the surface of FPGO,
promoting the formation of interconnected proton conducting
channels at SPSU/FPGO interface.30,62,63 At 30–50 �C, due to the
strong negative inuence of lower WU values and lower IEC
values on the proton conductivity of hybrid membranes, SPSU/
FPGO cross-linked membranes show lower proton conductivity
compared with SPSU/GO composite membranes. However, as
the temperature increased to 70–90 �C, energy of thermal
motion for polymer chains in SPSU/FPGO cross-linked
membranes increases, resulting in the increasing chain
conformation and exibility. Therefore, more water molecules
are absorbed in the SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membrane,
providing more proton conductive carriers for both Grotthuss
mechanism and Vehicle mechanism transportation at 70–90 �C.
In this way, the interconnected proton conducting channels on
15750 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 15740–15753
the SPSU/FPGO interface facilitate high-efficiency proton
transportation with the effectively improved proton conduc-
tivity at 70–90 �C. It is noteworthy that, even for the SPSU/FPGO-
3 cross-linked membrane with the lowest IEC value and strong
blocking effect negatively affecting its proton conductivity
(Fig. S7c (ESI†)), it still shows a conductivity (0.354 S cm�1)
which is higher than SPSU/GO-3 composite membrane
(0.313 S cm�1) and is very close to pristine SPSU membrane
(0.358 S cm�1) at 90 �C. Among all the tested membranes, the
SPSU/FPGO-1 cross-linked membrane performs the best proton
conduction behavior. Its proton conductivity reaches
0.4621 S cm�1 at 90 �C, which is 1.94-folds of the value of
Naon®117, 33% higher than pristine SPSU membrane and
14.5% higher than SPSU/GO-1 composite membrane. As is
known, the operating temperature of DMFCs is generally above
80 �C, so the studied SPSU/FPGO-1 cross-linked membrane is
effective as a practical PEM.

To further investigate the mechanism of proton trans-
portation, proton conductivity values in Arrhenius plot of the
PEMs were depicted in Fig. 4c and d, and the activation energy
(Ea) values were calculated via Arrhenius equation. For Grot-
thuss mechanism, the activation energy for proton trans-
portation is around 14–40 kJ mol�1,64 and the Ea obtained for all
the prepared membranes in this work (14.99–19.19 kJ mol�1)
are close to the above data. This would suggest that the proton
transportation in all the membranes may occur through Grot-
thuss mechanism. The Ea data of 15.47 kJ mol�1 is observed for
pristine SPSU membrane. Aer the introduction of GO, the Ea
values of SPSU/GO composite membranes decrease (ranging
from 14.99 to 15.22 kJ mol�1), indicating the creation of proton
conduction channels with lower energy barrier along the
surface of GO. However, with the increasing inorganic content
to 2–3 wt%, the membrane IEC decreases and blocking effect
also increases the resistance for proton transportation simul-
taneously, so SPSU/GO-2 and SPSU/GO-3 membranes show
higher Ea values than the pristine SPSU membrane. For SPSU/
FPGO cross-linked membranes, their Ea values (17.83–
19.19 kJ mol�1) are little higher than that of pristine SPSU and
SPSU/GO composite membranes with the same inorganic
content, but falls more into the Ea scale of Grotthuss mecha-
nism. The increased Ea mainly owes to the covalent cross-
linking which makes the polymeric network compact, letting
more protons migrate by Grotthuss hopping mechanism.
Similar phenomenon was also reported in literature.18 Besides,
with the FPGO content increases to 2–3 wt%, blocking effect
increases and the polymer network is compacted more, leading
to harder proton conduction in SPSU/FPGO cross-linked
membranes with higher Ea values than SPSU/FPGO-1
membrane.
3.8. Methanol permeability and selectivity

In addition to their high proton conductivity, PEMs also act as
essential methanol barriers in DMFCs to prevent the diffusion
of methanol molecules from anode to cathode so as to improve
the fuel cell efficiency. Herein, methanol permeability and
selectivity values of Naon®117, pristine SPSU, SPSU/GO
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Table 2 Transport properties of the membranes at 30 �C

Membranes
Proton conductivity
(S cm�1, 30 �C)

Methanol permeability
(10�6 cm2 s�1, 30 �C)

Selectivity (104

S s cm�3, 30 �C)

Naon®117 0.1250 2.53 4.94
SPSU 0.1301 2.34 5.56
SPSU/GO-1 0.1521 1.96 7.76
SPSU/GO-2 0.1279 1.65 7.75
SPSU/GO-3 0.1134 1.52 7.46
SPSU/FPGO-1 0.1415 1.71 8.28
SPSU/FPGO-2 0.1173 1.62 7.24
SPSU/FPGO-3 0.1031 1.46 7.06
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composite membranes and SPSU/FPGO cross-linked
membranes at 30 �C were measured and presented in Table 2.
Compared with reported membranes with similar IEC, meth-
anol permeability values of our prepared SPSU based nano-
composite membranes at 30 �C (1.96 � 10�6 to 1.46 � 10�6 cm2

s�1) are lower than sulfonated polyimide10 and close to
sulfonated poly (arylene ether sulfone)65 and chitosan based
nanocomposites.66 Moreover, both SPSU/GO and SPSU/FPGO
membranes perform effectively reduced methanol perme-
ability values compared with the measure values of Naon®117
(2.53 � 10�6 cm2 s�1) and pristine SPSU membrane (2.34 �
10�6 cm2 s�1) at 30 �C. This could be attributed to the well-
dispersed 2-D nanosheets of GO, which reduced the chain
mobility and free volume of polymeric matrices and also formed
twisted methanol diffusion paths in the nanocomposite
membranes. With the increasing inorganic content from 1 wt%
to 3 wt%, diffusion resistance of methanol molecules further
increases, so the methanol transportation across the
membranes is further restricted. Noteworthy, beneted from
the covalently cross-linked structure which makes the poly-
meric network much more compact, SPSU/FPGO cross-linked
membranes show even lower methanol permeability than
SPSU/GO composite membranes with the same ller content.
Beneting from the highly increased diffusion resistance of
methanol, selectivity values of hybrid membranes show
a prominent increase compared with that of pristine SPSU
membrane. Among them, SPSU/FPGO-1 cross-linked
membrane posses the highest selectivity (8.28 � 104 S s cm�3

at 30 �C), which is 1.67-folds of the value higher than
Naon®117, further illustrating its excellent comprehensive
transport properties for DMFCs applications. Herein, the trade-
off transportation properties between proton conductivity and
methanol permeability in the nanocomposite PEMs has been
effectively modulated through constructing novel SPSU/FPGO
cross-linked structure.

4. Conclusions

To summarize, FPGO nanosheets with cross-linker bonded onto
their polysiloxane brushes were synthesized via surface
precipitation polymerization and hydrosilylation. By cross-
linking FPGO into SPSU matrices and then fabricating the
membrane through the facile solution casting method, novel
GO polymer brushes based cross-linked nanocomposite PEMs
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
(FPGO/SPSU) was successfully prepared. Compared with
Naon®117, pristine SPSU membrane, SPSU/GO composite
membranes and other widely reported uncross-linked nano-
composite membranes, SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes
showed comprehensive advantages for both membrane prepa-
ration process and DMFCs applications: (i) optimizing the
dispersion property of GO based nano-ller in polar aprotic
solvent (DMAc) to effectively reduce their aggregation in nano-
composite PEMs; (ii) improving thermal, oxidative and dimen-
sional stability and mechanical property of nanocomposite
membranes; (iii) enhancing proton conductivity at relatively
high operating temperature range (70–90 �C); (iv) reducing the
methanol permeability of PEMs. Particularly, SPSU/FPGO-1
cross-linked membrane acquires the best over-all properties
including a low methanol permeability of 1.71 � 106 S s cm�3 at
30 �C and the highest proton conductivity of 0.462 S cm�1 at
90 �C under hydrated condition, which is 33% and 14.5%
higher than the proton conductivity of pristine SPSU and SPSU/
GO-1 composite membrane, respectively. Based on these
results, we believe the SPSU/FPGO cross-linked membranes
merit further research and might be considered as potential
candidates for DMFCs application. This study might also
provide an alternative method to build more proton transport
channels on the surface of inorganic llers via the cross-linking
between polymer brushes and the sulfonated polymer matrix.
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